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ABSTR.ltCT 
religious in the 
C1ues .in the search are seeing things 
. . . . .. 
PU1"$1le the search if everydayness sets in, he employs 
of certification and repetition as means 
himself of his existence in the real 
the continuum of time© Binx 0 s 1nain 
sense of alienatio:r1 that results from 
others in terms o:f subject~ 
Tl1e search eventually leE=ids "'to 
feels is the original state 
with oneself and feeling 
~ 
communion". 
the effect can t\fear off e Only 
the 1,1onder v,i th another nerson 
.;'.l,. 
of the wonder; she 
to l1im a feelin:9-: of dread o i}/hen he leaves .._, 
illnx al.ways craves the form of one of his 
a. dead~end tra .. p into 1l1hicl1 he l1as 
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2 kl ',II' 
need to fill the 
the despair tl1at 
from his father 0 s side of the 
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But communion with 
In the final chanter 
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is very similar to his 
and that it is.equally subject 
if one becomes self'-oonsc:ious about ito 
'the communion that exis·ts between his . . 
takes his p1ace in his mother•a 
his :taithm He returns to the 1,:11 onder 
brothers and 
himself as he celebrates beinga 
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ABSTRACT 
se.arch is religious in the 
in the .. search are seeing things 
and J·ewso Since he cannot 
in9 he employs 
of certification and repetition as means 
himself of his existence in the real 
the continuum of time0- Binx 0 s main 
sense of alienation that results from 
subject~. 
The search eventually leads to 
:fe,e1s is the original state 
with oneself and feeling 
hint of this communion,. 
the effect can wear off~ Only 
the wonder with another person 
With his aunt, Binx 
of the wonder; she-
to him a feeling of dread@ When he leaves 
Binx always craves the form of one of his 
dead-end trap into which he has 
lo 
--------~~~~~ 
I 
times; here there is no satisfact:iono. 
need to fill the 
blot out the despair that is 
from his father's side of the 
fishing camp, Binx is intensely 
and shares it with the whole 
his mother and Lonnie@ but he 
the wisdom his mother 
to treat anything9 even 
It is not until Binx recog-
>Cutrer as a "Jewess, a1 as one like himself if: 
o.f the malaise and can hope simply to 
and -lov·e Kate with or without the Bomb o 
final scene.of the novel is a manifestation of 
• conscious-
in itselfo But 
the complete pictureo 
realizes that his search 
perversion if one becomes 
He recognizes the communion 
between his mother and himself, and takes 
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family, affirming his 
to the wonder itself, Q communing 
sisters, coinciding with him-
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· THE SEARCH · 
deals with a phenomenon that Walker 
in several of his philosophical essays, 
two term subject--object division of the \vorld, 
the 
state,:a falling away from an 
Binx Bolling Q·egins. his search, he is a:n. isolated 
always conscious of sometl1ing 
he purposely leads a monotonous 
distracted from ite The 
on the·day that he becomes aware of the 
a search; he experiences a re ..... awakening 
there is something he must seek diligently • 
can do, now that he is onto its: 
The search· is what anyone would undertake if ne were not sunk in the everydayness of his own >lifeo This morning, for example tt I felt as if 
· ·. I had come to myself on a strange island m And 
,what does such a castaway do? Why, he pokes 
.·. ·· · around the neighborhood and he doesn ij t miss a triek()·. 
· · To become aware of the possibility of the 
·>search is to be onto somethingo Not to be onto 
· something is to be in despair~ 2 
the search is not only his but everyone's; 
5e 
is.the same as that of everyone else~. except 
the everydayness that keeps 
onto something and leaves them in 
Spren Kierkegaard in his epigraph,. 
charac~er of de,pair is precisely thisa 
being despair. 00 B-~inx_ is not only awar2e 
he fights· ite ~ 
also feels Cilmpletely alone in -.his search 9. 
as a castaway on an island, an.d 
from.·. 00 all other Aro.ericans (\-vho] have 
for themselvesooo'' (po 13)® He hesi-
say that he is seeking God, because if he were,, 
be "settingoaoa goal which everyone else has 
ecc= and there:fore raising a question in \¥hich no: 
the slightest interest 00 (pp0 13--14) o Godt in 
words 0 : is ev~rydayo nwho wants to be dead last 
hundred and eighty million Americans? 0 98% are 
in God. 9 ;. and the other 00 2% are atheists and 
== which leaves not a single percentage point 
freshness and eagerness about Binx's search 
around the neighborhood and he doesn't 
and,, although he is serious about his 
views himself with a bit of humor0 He does 
himse1f with knowledge of anything at alls 
Ii 
I 
it is the fear of exposing my own ignor81lee 
object of my search" 
whether he is ahead of 
fellow Americansg whether they have already 
·is seeking, or if they are "so sunk in 
tha't not even the possibility of a search 
to them" (po 14) ® 
the object of his searchi Binx has 
cluee He looks at the world with 
' taking nothing for granted 9 . and 
empirical method©. What he sees firs-t is 
of belongings on his bureau which he has 
his _pockets every day until now ~,i thout 
"They looked both familiar and full 
rea1 clue, he says, is Jews, because~. 
wanderers constantly seeking their 
Any seeker remembers a ·sourceo 
alone on an island remembers fellow 
• ·.•· .•• • when· a man awakes to the possibility of a search an.d when such a man passes a Jew on the street for the first time, he is like Robinson ·· :_Ctrusoe seeing the fo·otprint on the beach 0. 
( p O 89) 
o:f the source is as real as Crusoe 9 s memocy 
men, though it is less distincto Binx says, 
. 
. 
We share the same exileQ The 
however, I am more Jewish tha-n. the Jews I know e. 
more at home than I am e I accept my exile ~t (pa 
The assumption is that Jews do not accept their 
at Jiome in the 
not pursuing the search as thorough-
· · .·. Binx believe·s that any information he can. find about 
is an important clue~ He does not have a fixed 
of his fathero There is a photograph, in his 
ef his father with his brothers, a 
been.trying to understand for ten 
Each of the other brothers ~coincides with himself, 
the ·larch· trees in the photograph coincide \Vi th 
them0 o 0 0 .His 
alight with an· .. expression I can° t identify w coo 
elders might have calle·d smart=aiecky o o e o Again .,'. 
the eyes o e e o B.eyond a doubt they are ironical II@ 
if> 0 co1nc1dence or lack of coincidence of a per-
or herself is a key0 Trees coincide with 
a larch tree be anything but a larch 
are at one with themselveso too, and 
.- Judge Anse with his drooping mustache and thin 
- cold. cheeks, the hard-eyed one ivho is still remembered for having publicly described a 
• 
· .· L:ouisiana governor as a pecker\\lood son of a 
bitchs Dr~Wills, the lion~headed one, the 
rumpled country genius who developed a gut 
anastomosis still in use; and Alex, serene in 
· · · his dream of youth and of his hero's death 
tQ> come0~ (po 25) 
to imagine these men, each one secure in the 
of who he is,r but B·inx® s father leaves one in 
There is no way to pin him dovm and say that 
such-and-such a kind of character; only his ironic 
laoking l.eaves a deep.impressiono It is likely 
of despair ~d emptiness and that he 
.Binx. Later, ~inx 0 s mother says 9• °' 9 You 
father,. everything, every second had to 
..what, Mother?' 
Something''' (p© 153)0 
of mystery about this man, he did 
down with it~ and 
Everything he did had 
attached to it; he was not satis~ 
for its own sakes Even eating 
read to him 
he would starvee. One cannot draw 
father's and son°s behaviors; 
while his father 
.. 
too mundane. lut. there is a similarity 
they give themselves0 
are aware that ~The one thing in the 
very.nature is not susceptible of a 
is myself~ it People symbol=-
as 
remain as the 
tl'le aching wound 
One cannot knov, oneself 
object, without deceiving 
subject and objecto Both 
is a chair for 
tree, everything is sometl1ing, you 
what am !? 0'4 Hence the elder ~---
irony and Binx 0 s searcho 
something, then one is a "noughto"5 
of the desire to fill the gap by consuming 
the example of a new automobiles 
In the 00 passi ve unauthentic self which has fallen ··prey to things~ 00 new things enter into the zone of the· .. nought and are devoured~. e e A new product, an · .. ·· .. <au:tomobile 0 ;,- resplendent in its autonomous form, ~ lfµ o . is· loved for the sake of its forme o o e If I can have th,~t ear, my life will be different, for my nothing-., ness will.be informed by the· having of it@ But possess.ion turns out to be a gradual neutralizatio110 Once.it enters the zone of my nought£! the car is emptied out,· and instead of in:forming me, only .· participates in my nothingness 0 There is a dynamic quest for resplendent forms -- in two separate moments, the assumption of identities (impersonations), and th.e .· consumption of goods ( in order to be in:formed of them) 06 
• 
• 
; 
about the automobile trapo He calls the over-
"the malaise"g "The mal-
The world is lost tocyou~ the 
people in it, and there remains only you 
more able to be in the world 
A brand new Dodge is Ha 
of malaiseo" He once bought one, 
-just the thing ••• for a young Gentilly business-
manoooo Though it was comfortable enough, though 
· it ran like a clocko though we went spinning along in perfect comfort and with a perfect view of the scenery like the Amer.ican couple in the ~odge ad, the ma1aise quickly became suffocating e 0 (o " I 
·. l.enged to ·stop· the car and bang my head against th.e curb\~@ 0 Q on we rushed, a little vortex of 
· · · despair R~ing through the world like the still-
·eye of a hurricane@. (po 121) 
is an exception ( °'i1nmune to the malaiseui 
it puts one in the midst of the roaring 
his girl are in the wind of the 
of being in the still eye1 "We sat out 
in the thick summer air between sky 
·· .. The noise was deafening, the wind was like 
straight ahead the grains of the co11.crete 
like mountains'' ( p 0 122) o They are like a 
along, experiencing keen and powerful 
mercy of the weather, and feeling the 
the earth under themo The car itself is 
point; the sensations produced by its 
I 
I 
' 
I' ! 
'i 
' 
I 
t ! . 
t 
I 
tackle the couple and make them part of 
however, 1nas supposed to be an extension 
when they rode 
personified the nice American 
the countryside, the pretense of 
giving it a large 
grow in and multiply, while the MG magic-
into atoms of a rushing universeo 
to a temporary communion by 
e.l.iminating the self~consciousness which creates a 
with oneselfe 
To forget about oneself 
rid of the malaise and to 
for which B1nx found a 
his young 
incurable o, 
their form, just as other· 
He calls Sharon ''this fine 
"She is a good-sized girl, 
thirty-five 
as a majorette -- and her face is a 
short and pert0fl1Ga Yet she has the most :fearful 
good lookse Her bottom is so beautiful that 
the room to the cooler I felt my eyes 
gratitude'·' (p0 65) 0 Binx truly worships 
gir1so and he is telling the truth when 
I , 
I 
; 
I : 
I , 
.l 
G 
ii I 
': 
I 
that he loves Sharon0, However, he is travelling 
path that he has been on before0 Sharon is the 
secretaries he has had; Marcia and Linda 
. . 
Marcia or Linda.,,,eand I would go spinning along 
.the Gulf Coast, lie embracing in a deserted cove 
Q o o, and hardly believe our good fortune@ ll) o o Y,et 
1.llth.e a:ffair ended just when I thought our 
·.relationship was coming into its best phase .. The 
· .· air in the office would begin to grov, thick \vi th 
· · ···. sil.en.t. reproaches,.. It would become impossible 
to exchange a single word or glance that \Vas 
not.freighted with a thousand hidden meanings 
·· ... · .. o e e o. conversations made up mostly of long 
silencesea00 When these long telephone silences 
·come, it is a sure sign th~t love is over$ No, 
·they: were not conquestso For in the end my 
· •·. Lindas and I were so sick of' each other that 
·. We were delighted to say good-by o t.t ( pp 8 8-9) 
a~ nothingness is difficult enough to deal with,. 
girls as 
prone to 
together to 
to 
The Lindas Serve 
The feeling, more= 
relieved as he -co end the 
the malaise he *' and as is, 
takes 
malaise, much as he takes moviesar.17 
sex'' shows a misinterpretation 
desire for girls,. as well as of his interest 
I I 
'I 
I/ I. 
:!, 
' 
'I 
'1 
I] 
Binx really likes Linda and Marciae He does 
curing of an illnesse 
a passive and invalid 
one would aspirin 
a headachec B-inx is not sicki the malaise 
can._;_:.appear or disappear at any 
without warningo Binx simply 
situations in which the malaise 
to occur, and he always keeps an 
method of observation~ 
aspirinf for example, is something one knows 
is sure of what it will dos calm one downj get 
One takes it without thinking~ already 
one will feel afterwardso Binx does not 
girls in order to relieve his malaise; he 
with and desire for 
Lehan says,. 1u1In order to avoid malaise, 
objects anew each.time and in human 
familiar alive0 [he 
refocused eyes0"8 
takes] 
It is 
rather than 
because he presupposes an active and 
Binx that Mr@ Bradbury 
Binx took girls and movies ~'regularly, til 
everyday, and, in Binx's words, ''I'm a son 
I 0 ll be defeated by everydayness 1' (pe 145) o 
he loves are everyday, but he 
They are commoner than sparrov1s, and like sparrov,s they ·are at home in the streets o in the parks, 
· .. on doorstepse No one marvels at them; ~o one holds them dearQe They :flush out of their nests 
· ·· .. ··. :fir.st thing and alight in the cities to stay, a:ri.d no one misses themia Even their men pay no 
... attention to them, anyho\v far less a4t~tion 
· than.· .. they pay to money~~ But I marvel at them; I miss them; I hold them dearo (po 65) 
has crept in and dissolved love,. 
at all everyday, since they constitute 
events~ 
.·.·.····· Other people, so I have reado treasure memorable 
··moments· in their lives a the time one climbed the Jrarthenon at sunri~eth: the summer night one met alane.ly girl in C:entral Park and achieved with 
·. her. a· sweet and natural relationship e 0 e 0 I too 
· c,noe ·met a lonely girl in Central Park, ;__but 
./ it is not much to remembers 4 What I remember is 
. the time John Wayne killed three m·en with a 
.·. · ··•· carbine as he was falling to the dusty street 
· ·.· in Stagece.~c!l@ a.p.d the time the kitten found Orson· Welles·. in the doorway in The '3ehird Mane 
· .. · . 
. {pa ?} 
· real to . B~inx .. than his own life is, 
a c1ue ·in his searcho Most people 
dead, sunk in everydayness, but 
man on his honeymoon is aware 
Binx notices that not un-
him a match and talking briefly Hwithout 
• 
recognition," can he be sure of himself@ .. 
has done itl' He has won title to his own exist-
He is a citizen like Holden; two men of the 
All at once the world is open to him" 
Movie stars are needed» to break up the 11 thin 
personalities 
gener~_maiaise, but it does not necessarily fol-
he himself' ."takes 09 movies to relieve his malaise,, 
failure of a film to resolve 
movies as an antidotes 
!he movies are onto the searcho but they 
screw it up0 The search always ends in despaire 
They like·to show a fellow coming to himself in 
a strange place=- but what does he do? He 
takes up with the local librarian9 sets about 
~· . . ~ ~ 
proving to the local children what a nice fellow 
_ he isi, and settles down with a vengeance o In 
-- twe weeks time he is so sunk in everydayness 
that he might just as well be dead0 (pe 13) 
Binxwi11 not do is sink into everydayness., 
' 
. 
critics 'who say that ilinx does exactly that 9 
the movies0 Richard Lehan 
between Kate and 
says nevertheless, 
a kind of ·everydayness, only now with 
with his help, may also be able to make 'the 
-_ It is true that Binx makes a return, but 
paper will try to settle is \Yhether or 
return is to the everydayness he has dreaded 
the novel®, whether or not it is possible for 
searcho 
' 
oo oit is a communion through consciousness,. 
the comfort that comes with the understanding 
of love, that overlapping of consciousness which 
· · .. · Percy has described in much different terms in 
·.· .. · his learned philosophical essays e10 
on to say that Percy Hhas not :foundoe0the 
· says Lehano t0Percy 0 s novels o e o stop 
of usual resolution, simply because 
0 
1S 
than narratedo"11 It is the 
that the return has larger 
and that it is 
a touching outward manifestation of the deep 
NOTES 
Chapter I 
"Symbol as Her1neneutic in Existen-
and Phenomenological Researcht 16 
The Moviegoer (New York, Noonday, 
Reprinted from hardcover edition published 
Subsequent references 
this work will be followed in the 
.number in parentheses. 
~symbol as Hermeneutic," 527® 
528. ~ . 
.. 
M~ Bradburyg) "Absurd Insurrections The Barth-
rt0The. Way Backs Redemption in the 
Southern Review, 49 3080 
,, 
c, 
'···' 
' 
,'t, 
I 
, , I 
, , ' 
11--. 
AWAKENING AND RITUALS . 
.. \{alker Percy is generally considered a Catl1olic 
g~eatly influenced by the 
Marcela In an interview 
or not his exis~ 
replied, 
I think it would be the idea of transcending the everydayness, of transcending being so 
. caught up tn the everyday world that even reli-
.-·· giou.s. reality, especially religion, becon1es a sort of stereotype and something you go through every day o And ~Jlarcel speaks of some-
.· .. thing he calls 00 reeollectiono 0' That is@, a n1an recollects himself, so he can recover things new and afresh0.1. 
The beginning of the 
VJhich 
· the pleasure he takes in l1is ~~peaceful 
Gentilly [which suddenly] has been compliG') 
as watching TV 
sitting in the 
But on this particular morning, 
suddenly changed go ( p e 10) $ B inx awakes 
war experience in his mouth9 
· the queasy-quince taste of 1951 and the Orient0 
··I·· remembered the first time the search occurred 
· to me o I came to myself under a chindolea bus:.la..e 
.·.,.," Six inches from my nose a dung beetle was . . 
· • scratching around linder the leaves o As I watched, 
there·awoke in me an immense curiosity. I was 
onto somethinge I vowed that if I ever got out 
· of this f'i'.!m~ I would pursue the sear ch 0 ( pp • 10-
11) 
<P 
morningg 
.previous sensations returned to him. This is 
recollection is for Binxs he remembers the time 
to himself" or recollected himself once beforeo, 
is now able to 
and afresh® 
traditional Christianity is clears 
family tl1inks he lo st his fai tl1 1 
that he will rec<r01er it, he never did believe 
in the first placeo It made no difference at all 
:Whether or not the proof's of God were truer '~ If 
I\. 
In ~actp I have only to hear the word God and 
comes down in my head'D (pQ 145) a But he is 
sense than that of conventional 
.. Qf}Abraham saw signs of god and believede I'iow 
the only sign is that a.11 the signs in the 
world make no differences Is this God's 
ironic revenge? But I am onto him. 11 (p. 146) 
going to be tricked into an afceptance of 
that make no dif'ference0 If ltod exists, then he 
pointed to by logical proofs, and neither 
family thinks the world 
Everyday God is not real, simply because 
Alfred Kazin speaks of the H 0 madness® 
of speech for the 
God whoe in Nietzscheis 
cannot be foundo"2 
religious in the most profound sense of 
goes on to says 00 'Looking 0 as a way of 
by Simone Weil8 Attentiveness 
supreme form of prayer0 °03 Binx 
on the morning he awakes to the 
Percy himself· belongs to the group 
Percy was forced to abandon the med~ 
that 
What are generally considered to be 
the worst times, and that worst 
(pe 10)o The contraction 
conside~ed very unfortunate by most people, 
the experience brought illumination to 
tr1!n becoming a writer, as in his professing 
I' 
·I 
I 
:1 
Percy's experience is mentioned in 
Binx is an autobio-
emphasize that Binx 
Percy writes in retrospect of 
awakening and journey, 0'to me O the Catholic 
as pilgrimo in transitgi tn journey, is very 
vocation of a novelist because a 
about man in transitj man. as pilgrimo'vi6 
entire novel in retrospect of the very 
brought him to a point where he has 
Percy does not think the human religious 
oniys it is universal but most of the 
One neeas to certify and re-certify 
being, and Percy feels that 
,'the·. purpose of art is to transmit universal 
·; truths of a sort, (ii Ci) sin art, Ge eYOU are telling the reader or the listener or the viewer some-... 
· thing he knows but which he doesn et quite know 
· -lie knows so that in the action of communication he experiences a recognition, a feeling that he has .been there before, a shock of recognitiono And so v what ,the artist does, or tries to do, is simply to val.idate the human experience and to 
.tell people the deep human truths which they al-ready knowo7 
already know the truth (whether they con~ 
realize it or not)j they need this sense of 
o:f their knowledge and of the fact that 
knows the same thingG) The g'I" needs a ttThotin 
• 
consciousness and validate his existence~ 
himself and others as they seek validation; 
same need with them, but he is more con~ 
the need than they are0 Because of his self-
watchingt> many of his experiences evolve into 
-rituals in the wake of his renewala 
lives simply so that he can put f'ull concentra-
the searchs "there is much to be said for givi~ 
the most ordinary life 
to go into the medical profession 
be a stock~and-bond broker® There 
of the Christian going out into the 
~e t~th, as he revells in a description 
-· 
·Elysian Fields,,the main thoroughfare of 
Faubourg Marigny., Though it was planned to 
beD like its namesake9 the grandest boulevard 
· ~f the .-city" something went amiss~ and nov; it 
·.t'Uns an undistinguished course from river to 
· lake through shopping centers and blocks of 
duplex.es and bungalows and raised cottages. 
llutit is very spacious and airy and seems 
ttaly to s~etch out like a field under the 
• skyo · (pp., 9=10) 
being what its creators intended it to be, 
comes closer to that ~Nliich its name suggests 
original Champs Elys~es0, Binx begins here, 
•that.is what it is11 not one that has a specially 
He starts with the least complication 
has abandoned the vertical search "for 
a:nd ethical values, 00 and has undertaken the 
search,°' existential, [a] search into beingness 0 H8 
has taken the place o:f sophistication, and Binx 
I wandered as a di version a Nov, I ~~,ander 
and sit and read as a diversion°' (p(!? 70)e 
has.a vocabulary of his own to describe certain 
uses are "certificationo 00 •1repeti tion, H 
Moviegoing has become a ritaal for him 
of these phenomena in one way 
Binx gained a great deal of awareness of him~ 
and place at movie theaterso Movies serve 
him; he always remembers the neighborhood 
in the particular season he saw the film, 
and sounds, as well as the ticket 
her life story, 
.If I did not talk to the theater owner or the ticket seller• I should be lost, cut loose meta-- • i • physically speaking0 I should be seeing one reopy of a film .... which might be shown anywhere and at any_timeo There is a danger of slipping ··cleanout o:f space and timee It is possible to become a ghost and not know whether one is in . downtown Leows _tn Elenver or suburban Bijou in Jacksonville 0 So it was vvi th me e ( p Q 7 5) 
need to know where he is, to see and 
hear material and human reality, to 
that the void inside him does not expand 
completely a 
I 
24v, 
.~ohere in the Tivoli@00I first discovered place and time, tasted it like okrag It was during a release of Red River a couple of years 
.· ago that I became aware of the first fa int 
·stirrings of curiosity about the particular 
.·. seat I sat in, the lady in the ticlcet booth Gt e ~ As Montgomery Clift was whipping John Wayne in a :fist fight e es I made a mark on my seat arm 1tvi tl1 
····· .. my . thumbnail o Where, I wondered~ will this particular piece of wood be twenty years from 
· nowe 54:3.years from no\v? (po 75) 
with the ticket sel-
a Cincinnati theater] !}, and 
she had seven grandchildren all living in 
We still exchange Christmas cardsn {po 75)Q 
Certainly BinJC 0 S eagerness to 
the rest h~ human-
keep from being alienated, not 
people, but also from the continuity of 
is reassurance of reality@ It is 
moviegoing for most peoplep as Binx 
. Nt,wadays whe.n a person lives somewhere, in a 
. ne.ighborhood, the place is not certified for h.ime ·· Mo.re than likely he wil.l live there sadly and the emptiness which is inside him 
· .···•·•· will expand until it evacuates the entire neighborhood0 But if he sees a movie which sh0Vt1S 
·. ·his very neighborhood, it becomes possible for him to live, for a time at least, as a person 
·•who is .... Somewhere and not Anywhereo (po 63) 
things are real, that they 
Movies, by enlar ing real things, 
0 
I 
I 
i 
I 
I 
them on a screen as a document to be \Yi tnessed 
the neighborhood is indeed 
tangibleo People generally.do not trust their 
and ears e Even children are prone Jco the weak=:. 
we see when Binx goes to his family 0 s summer 
at me and at each othero Suddenly 
the need of a grown~upe, A grown-up must certify 
are correct in thinking that they see meta (p@ 
children have not yet reached the point \Vhere 
their own existence 9 but still they are not 
enough of themselves to accept what they see as 
They cannot certify things for themselves 
··· .. but need an outside influence to do it for themo Binx 
ritual in the very 
· My wallet is full of identity cards o library cards, ·credit cardsooQo It is a pleasure to carry out the duties of a citizen and to receive in return ·a receipt or a neat styrene card ,,i th one~ s name on it certifying 9 so to speak, one 0 s right to existo (ppo 6-7) 
-
some amusement from observing his 
little styrene cards, but he does 
himself into believing that he does not need 
are proof that he is Jack Bolling, here and 
kind of e~perience which helps one to extab-
in the continuum of time is what l1e callg· 
A repetition is the re-enactment of past 
· experience toward the end of isolating the 
time segment which has lapsed in order that 
-- it; the lapsed time, can be savored of itself 
and without the usual adulteration of events that 
· ... Clog time like peanuts in brittle. (pp o 79-80) 
~· 
repetition may occur accidentally, just as a certifica-
Binx experienced one when he picked up a 
that 
.he ha.ij_'seen twenty years ago on his f'ather 0 s deska "The 
were neutralized 
consequence could have happened because 
exactly as it was beforeo There remained 
itself o like a yard of smooth peanut bri tt1e~1 
Binx consciously re~enacts past experience 
. ~ 
returning to the same movie theater that he has been 
yearg so that he can 
and sounds and feel the changeless .... 
place" A repetition is a very intense sensual 
for it is made possible by the enduring 
of the world and, most importantly" of oneself 
A strong sense~memory evinces one's past 
the 
As part of Binx's search, 
rotation, in Binx' s definition, is t•the 
of the new beyond the expectation of the 
. 
' . . 
of the new•• (p. 144). A specific rotation 
. be sought after because expecting \\'Ould automatically 
be in an open frame of 
to appreciate it® For example, getting lost 
somewhere is a rotationo A rotation simply 
is not a ritual but a rewarding illumination 
B:inx feeling satisfied0 The evening he talces 
.. · ··t· ·to . oa ro .. a .1.on© 
drive=in movie he describes as 
Binx and Lonnie share a special appre-
for movie scenes s '!)My heart sings like Octavian 
and Lonnie and 
··· 'this nob,le gorl. and they both know it and have the sense 
say nothing" (po 144)0 Lonnie's and Sharon 8 s silence 
. their knowledge of what Binx knows; Bi1uc 
sharing of consciousness, unaaselfconsciousc.= 
ultimate validations he loves them both, and 
article, discusses the 
o.f 00 intersubjectivity, that meeting of minds by ,vhich 
selves take each other's meaning with reference to 
beheld in common0"10 He says that the 
00 are no longer oriented pragmatically toward 
but ontologically as its co-knowers and 
Moviegoing. is intersubjective in that 
many people, and all those who see a 
series of images and are exposed to the 
• 
I 
or sense experienceo They are common witnesses 
The filmmaker assumes a certain understanding 
his audience 0 the same ''co-knowing and co-af:firming"12 
Percydiscusseso And so, moviegoers are comi-rnuning 
film brings the neighborhood 
reality because now they know 
Binx and Lonnie know about this 
in their secret, but the good 
~·vide:r1tly contagious,, because Sharon is onto 
three together become co-celebrants of their 
the theatere The only sign they make of the 
experience is silence. 
'. 
I 
NOTES 
Chapter II 
Interview with Walker Percy," 
1971), 86. 
Cremeens,! . ''Walker Percy, The Man and the 
''Symbol, Consciousness and Intersub-
III 
EMILY 
Em.ily is the strongest personality on Binx' s 
father 0 s side of the familye Critics have tended to 
family's and her importance to Binx; John:: 
so far as to say that Percy is not a "family" 
etwi th cavalier hands fl e o 0 wipe ·[s] families 
No statement could be more 
. Binx ·. is_ extremely concerned with his family t 
is the only clue to his own personal sourcee 
that knowledge of his father evades him only 
it, and he is no less haunted 
he does haveo 
a representative of Southern 
Bradbury claims that Percyes 
no moral or religious 
Kate (Emily's step-
she is for them folS.il rock, 
of an earlier era0 113 Bradbury 
on his thirtieth birthdayr, 
to tell his aunt what 
is, 0 having inherited 
nose for merde, for 
th t ~1 ° ti ( 228 ) a .J.. 1es e 0 e p (iii © 
with an introduction to this 
a habit of being 
tragedy and. other serious subjects o Binx 
note from her, asking him to come to 
. one.·· of · her serious -talks. It will be extremely 
..... graveo .··· either a piece of bad news about her 
· · stepcla.ughter Kate or else a serious talk about mef) about the future and what I ought to dos r~t 
. is enough to scare the wi tEi out o:f anyone, yet 
·I c:onfess I ·o1.o not, find the prospect al together 
_ unpleasant o ( p G 3) 
.grossly misinterprets Kate as actions 0 and 
about Binx 9 s future is completely irrelevant 
not follow that 
She has played a very important 
she had charge of him 
of time while he was a childo Often 
he experiences a prickling sensation 
something he first experienced 
his older brother Scott died 
· ··· I notieed. with pleasure that Aunt. Emily seemed to ba:ve all the' time in the world an.d was willing to talk about.anything I wanted to talk abouto 
-S.omething ~xtraordinary had happened all right e We walked slowly .in stepo r 1'Jack, IHI she said, 
.. sqta.eezing·me. tight and smiling at the Negro 
-. shacks, @9:you and I have always been good buddies, 
.····· hav~n't we?'0 ·. · "Yes ma'am.'' Ivly heart gave a big >plimpandthe back of my neck prickled like a dog'si, < @ijifrve got bad news for you, sane '0_ She squeezed <me tighter than_everED ·''Scotty is deade Now it's 
.· .. all up ·to. youo. I.t 0 s going to be dif.ficul t for you 
· but I know you're going to act like a soldierori 
This was true0. I could easily act like a 
aeldiere Was that all I had to do? (~. 4) 
situations conti~e to be the source of their 
.When. she calls in :Biruc as a witness to Kate's 
him to be a soldier 
course accepts the assignment and takes 
paradeo 
00
embraced advanced political ideas'~ and 
a Red Cross volunteer in the Spanish 
' 
she married Jules Cutrer (Kate's £ather), 
With her blue-white hair and 
terrible gray eyes, she is somehow 
still the young prince" (pp. 26-27) .. Emily 
:face disasters with her, and this peculiar 
50)e which becomes a kind of sensual 
for his aunt, represented by the 
rather than ethical or religiousG· 
soldier and do as he is told;, but 
the importance she does to the 11 good 
simply does not understand it@ They are 
at the same time that they are 
it you want out of life 9 son? 11 she a sweetness that makes me uneasyo 
. 
00 1 don't know'm@ But I&ll move in whenever 
···••····.·• you want meo" 3eDontlit you feel obliged to use your braiI"1 and 
··to· make a contribution?" 90 No " '1 @ 00 
( P a 5 3 ) 
for Binx to be her comrade that she 
moral purpose and 
of the world with hero 
religious in her outlooks she thinks that 
sense without God andoo@anyone but an 
r 
the good life is and anyone but a 
lead it" (po 146) Ei\, Since Binx obviously 
•' 
an idiot nor a scoundrel, she assumes that he 
principles and her general view of 00 0 the going 
Binx is capable of 
her eyes, momen·tarily; when he is 
herg her words make sense and he finds it 
agreei 
.. ' 
·.· For her too the fabric is dissolving, •. but for her even the dissolving makes senseo She understands the chaos to comeo It seems so . . . plain when I see it thr·ough her eyes o fviy duty in ·· Iiife is simple" I go to medical school o 
· · I .. ·live a long useful life serving my fellowman G 
.. ·. What 0 s wrong with this? All I have to do is .. ·.·.·. remember ite (po 54) 
is one thing a man must doa 
''live by his lights and do what little he can 
. and do it as best he cano In this world 
'.goo<dness is destined to be defeatede ~ut a 
• man must go down fighting0 That is the V.ictory fl) 
·To do anything less is to be less than a mano ~ (p O 54) 
something in her talk that makes Binx \Yant to 
she says a "She is right a I will say yes o I ,yyill 
even·-sthough I do not really know what she is 
But neither does she know what 
she interprets his search as 
every young man takes before 
to a careere Binx tells us 9 ttMy heart 
not understand each other after all'' (po 55) e 
Binx assumes nothing and is busy stripping 
of preconceived notions, Emilyr, incapable of 
that 
Binx is 
through his 
· Percy speaks of a 0'sensi tivi ty and a neutral--
will nei~her rule out nor preconceive causal 
r~ason of doctrinal requirement 9 e,4 \Vhich . . 
to study·the reality of the human condi~ 
Binx 0 s way of looking 
is not concerned with 
the reality of the human concli tion because 
ite What is right is right, 
--- ' 
· is wrong0 .J,inx' s empiricism extends 
suspicious even of music, which has alv,ays 
his aunts 
phrase which once united USoe@and to 
as ·a young girl, 
(p. 4?). He suspects this repetition 
misleading. and he self-consciously 
apart to observe, in a similar manner to 
(Perhaps his aunt is correct in saying 
,ui O He had a mind like a 
mind like yours;" [p. 56JQ) 
help loving Aunt Emily with or 
misunderstandings, and the search has nothing to 
love., 00 0 Sweetie, J.ie down •• o and let me rub 
. I.can tell from her eyes when she has a 
While attempts at verbal communication 
misunderstanding, a look into her eyes 
.o:r peace e) 
Binx's and Emily's emotional tfues in mind 
ouestions Richard Lehan's claim that, 
-
taking Kate to ehicago, 
111
:from what seems to be a holy (or an unholy) 
as a terrific shock to Emily that Binx has 
with him, telling no onep right 
suicide attempte Emily learns the 
not share her moral values; that 
to Binx as they 
-= one is either "intimate" 
he does not instinctively 
Obligations are; and, finallyw that he has 
00 a certain quality of' spirit, a gaiety, a 
·sense of duty9 a nobility worn lightlyt> a 
· sweetness, a gentleness with women~- the only good things the South ever had and the 
····.only things that really matter in this life e 0 
. . (po 224) 
be a deseetero and the 
into the ranks as if 
She gives him na smile vvhicho., 0 
Smi·ling, she gives me her hand, head 
her old party stylee But it is her with-
that assigns me my new status 0 (ppa 226-
Aunt Emily has been deeply wounded by 
s.eeming lack of trustworthiness zi and she 
further chance of\treason by withdrawing 
him as a strangere 
off through no fault of his own, 
the situation ironic is that 
him from 
many thoughts 
owne She accuses 
did not respond to 
the traditional 
when what he has been trying so desperately 
is to be humano Binx has treated Kate 
than as a case (in facti late had not 
kill hersel:f 0 but merely wanted to blank 
• 
Emily calls Kate " 0 suicidal 13 i, ( p ® 225) 
the manner appropriate to an emergency 
analysis is·stock, as is her response® 
in terms of her own definitionsc 
speech, and a~very impres-
is0 complete with an analysis of American civ-
Emily has the same horror of everydayness 
thinks she is immune to it 
-- · · ---_ ''.You know, it has always been revealing ·to me ---_. -- .. -_ that he [the common man] is perfectly content 
_- - to be so called 9 because that is exactly what he 
· •· isa the common man and when I say common I mean 
-- common as hell$ Our civilization has achieved 
_ a. distinction ofr sorts e o o 0 Ours is the only 
-_ .-- ., civilization in history which has enshrined mediocrity as its national ideal 0 @i (po 223) 
and, though Binx says 
by the intensity of her 
has already mentioned one of his own 
friendly and likable people seem dead 
haters seem alivett (pe 100)e 
recognizes shit when she sees it, and 
-_ "No orgi~s i) no blood running in the street, no 
· babies thrown off cliffso No, we 0 re sentimental people and we horrify easily~ True, our moral fiber is rottens Our national character stinks - ·· to, high heaveno But we are kinder than ever o ~ 0 " ,Oh, we are sincereo00® Didi Lovell is the most 
_sincere person· I know; every time she crawls 
-into be¢! with someone else, she does so with 
----•- "the utmost sincerity 0 We are the most sincere ----.- ·· La.odiceans who ever got fl.ushed do,nn tl1.e sin.k-llole of history@ 91 (PPo 223-224) 
• 
I 
Emily succeeds in pulling Binx down into 
she d\vells upon the 1nisery 
after this Binx makes 
inherited from his 
· i_s a good nose for merde 0 It is no wo11.der that 
Kazin .says that the •1madness (very real) of the 
signifies their never having 
Let us return to I{ierkegaard ''s 
~b be on a search 
despair, but to think one is right 
same as wallowing 9 and for one who 
Emily's emotional personality 
for my aunt 9 her right-
Whenever I take leave of my aunt 
serious talks, I have to find a girltt 
himself in the same dead-end trap 
other times he needed to fill the 
potential human contact, and, furtherel> 
relieved of a burdenp he has been 
burden of total and utterr 
novel 
been over~ 
some of the emergency situations (why 
an esthetico not a moral, level; 
he1ieved a word his aunt said. Now~ finally, 
that charac~erizes Aunt Emily comes 
him and leaves him helplesse 
that all he inherited from his father 
merde is true in the deepest sense; 
·. it seems that ·all he has ever received from this 
the. fam.ily. is the recognition tha·t humans are 
stupid_and dead, and, above all~ ordinary., 
something he came upon with no thanl{s to 
The conclusion reachedo ·therefore, from 
Binx's relationship is that 
family.~. and that his way out o:f despair, 
the all~too-powerful fog of everydayness 
found elsewhere0 
I ' 
' . 
NOTES· 
Chapter III 
32o_E>321. 
319 •. 
325. Kate's relationship with Emily ,vill 
in Chapter Ve 
nsymbol. as Her111eneutic@ n 530 o 
reference to music in Percy's 
Bill Barrett, after remembering 
···· He had missed it t It was not in the Brahms that 
ione looked and not in solitariness and not in 
.. the Old sad poetry but •• ohere, under your nose, 
her(!in the very curiousness and drollness and 
extraness· of the iron and the bark that eo.- he 
shook his head~~ thatoo© 
Last Gentleman (New Yorkg Signet, 1968), 
}i~printed from hardcover edition published by 
IncGo 19660 
IV' 
MRS0 SMITH 
between Mrs. Smith (Binx's mother) 
are so striking that it is nearly impos-
o:f the :former without comparing her with 
Both women are dominant in their respective 
to represent the spirit of her 
of her life a series of concerted 
above the '° common & e, Ii1rs e Smith 
for the '"Ordinary to ( p e 149) e Aunt 
arts; it was she who introduced Binx 
do Vii th anything 
Any event or idea 
:fall within the household regimen, she 
with her own brand o:f the familiar," and 
son brought a stack of' books homeo she 
a kind of wondrous Rover boy eccentricity11 
strong emotional ties between 
treating Binx as her special comrade 
more motherly manner than BinJC's real 
serious situation has been an opportunity 
intimacy. Mrs. Smith, on the other hand, 
Binx says, "Some~ 
I teal a son°s love for her, or something like 
give her a special greeting, but at these 
she avoids my eye and gives me her cheek and calls 
this about Mathilde or that about Therese®,~ 
Even serious occasions are reduced to 
and afterwards they become 
anecdotes: 0 For example, Lonnie g B iruc' s half~ 
is invalid 9 ,and when Binx comes to the fishing 
notices th~ Lonnie is particularly thine 
I corner my mother in the kitchen.~ 
"What 8 s the matter with Lonnie?" 
00 Why nothing® ee 
"He looks terrible0" 
t
1That child won't drink his milk8" sings 
my motherG (p 0 141) 
that Lonnie has had a virus and received 
"He wasn't in danger of death$ The 
unction was his ideao He said it would 
· · him · physically as well as spiritually. 
ever heard of that? ie 
extreme 
strengthen 
Have you 
98 Yeso iiut is. he all right now?" 
·Sh~ shrugs. My mother speaks of such matters 
in a.light allusive way, with the overtones 
neither of belief nor disbelief but rather of 
a.general receptivity to loreo 
00 Dr Murtag said he'd never seen anything 
like it.· Lonnie got out of bed in half an hour." 
(po 142) 
this calm acceptance with Aunt Emily's 
child Kate, one has 
in Mrs@ Smith's 
I 
I 
• 
Sometmmes when she mentions Godj it strikes me that my mother uses him as but one of the 
· devices that come to hand in an outrageous man's world, to be put to work like all the rest in .the one enterprise she has any use for: the · .. ··. canny management of the shocks of life o It is ; a bargain struck at tl1e very beginning in._which she settled for a general belittlement of 
· everything 0 the good and the bad@ She is as . wary of good fortune as she is immured against the bado and sometimes I seem to catch sight ·. of it in her eyes, this radical mistrust1 an old knowledgeable .. gleam, as old and sly as Eve ·hersel.fo Losing Duval~ her favorite, confirmed ··her in her election of the ordinary o No more · .heart's desire for her, thank youo After Duval 0 s death she has·wanted everything colloquial and easy 0 even Gode 
. t0B'\1t now do you know what he wants to do? Fast and abstain during Lenten Her eyes narr6Vi1 ~ Here is the outrage c 91He weighs eighty pounds · .and he has one foot in the grave and he wants to fasteea She tells it as a malignant joke on Lon~ie and Godo (pe 142) 
who·is able fully to accept her~ 
beingo Knowledge of good and evil is.li 
part of the human conditiono and fortune, good 
out o:f human controlo She refuses to become 
at good fortune or totally depressed at 
that those things come and go lilce 
to be held onto@ Losing Duval taught 
And, rather than worry, as Binx does~ 
everyday, she accepts l"1im as such and puts 
Heref) though9. a distinction ought to be made 
concept of everyday and Binx 9 So For her, there 
she is grateful for the 
because she knows how to relate to it, and it is 
important that 
what is going ono At Aunt Emily's 
Somebody made a Spiel,@eoShe would 
forward in the dark, trying to make out the face 
·speaker and judge whether he meant to be taken as 
sounded 10 (p0 153) m She finds Lonnie 0 s 
God and Lonnie are acting out a 
is all right, just as Binx's 
·. The Smiths (all but Lonnie) become very much embar~ 
at any talk of God .. Churchgoing serves as a 
f0r them3 they make a lot of commotion over goingg 
bµt o:nc.e they are there, "eache o .. lapse [s] into his own 
vacancy and the priesto •• turn[sJ his back 11 
It is as if all of them, priest includedv 
out of the ordinary, never 
still they gog regularly and dutifully,, 
family is aware (though probably not so 
iinx) of' the wondere They have another 
Binx finds suffocating an.d which 
of ij@the smell of two thousand 
dismal Sacred Heart [which] 
itself above the chipped enamel mantel-
The house is everyday in the worst sense 
has-been worn out by repetitive use, and the 
,, I;\ 
! I! 
pointing to itself is a constant reminder 
artificiality of traditional religion if it becomes 
used as anything but unobtrusive ritualQ 
depressing about that image of the _. 
with oneself by a conscious effort, of pointing 
and never being able simply to beo 
here on Bayou des Allemands everybody feels difference(Jj Water laps against the piling0 ·. ·.··· The spl.intered boards have secret memories of w.inter~ the long dreaming nights when no one ·. ··.·· .. came and the fis_h jumped out of the black \Yater and n.ot·a· soul in sight in the whole savannah, secrets the children must find out and so after supper they are oack at their exploringoe@~ . . . (p0 139) 
eamp is alive and self=renewing; the children 
life and do nothing but chase after the 
in natureo Here is a feeling akin to 
when he first rode in his MGa total un~ 
losing of oneself in the elements 
the movement of the earthG Binxes 
onto it, too, and, realizing that the children 
to the source of nature, she likes to consider 
ce,There is nobody here but us 
says, to avoid having to play the role 
138) 0 r®~/i th 
a member of the gang~ 
she will spend in the kitchen working with 
,I 
,L 
I} 
'I 
' ; 
'I 
' : 
' 
cat-efficiency, than out and away with the 
surging to and fro in their light inconstant 
eyes fading in a fond infected look" (po 139). 
· too is infected, and the morning he avqakes at 
him as if mesmerized in the Eastern-like 
A deformed live oak emerges from the 
· whiteness O stands up in th~ air, like a tree in a Chinese printo Minutes passo .An egret lets down -on his light stiff wings and cocks 
·one. eye at the watero Behind me the screen do.or opens softly and my mother comes out on 
. the dock with a casting rodoeoe tDHinh-honh,"° 
. she says· in a yawn==like sigh as wan and white as the morningo (p-6 148) 
like a Chinese printi in 
a silence that contains 
It is only now that 
mother can be 8'easy and affectionate~' with Binx1 
and our isolation in the great 
She still avoids intimacy9 but they can 
Binx remarks 9 °I marvel at her sure 
ordinary G But perhaps she kno\vs v,hat 
Here is another hint9 like the 
to her likeness to Evef) that Mrso Smith has 
know1edge that is practicable on 
works for her and is coherent \Yi th her style 
In the early morning, mother and son emerge 
just as the trees doi and can therefore, 
coincide with themselves and co~celebrate 
of early-morning silenceo The 
spoiled by any special emphasis1 
holy in which she feels· 
to Binx's £athero Mrso Smith 
the elder 
researchp both opinions 
Both women have set 
image is more heroic and 
with a bottle of Liebfrau~ 
Wilhelm Meister under the othero' 
not fit, I think for the hundredth timea 
prince and the ironic young dude on the 
(po 50) ID Mrs GI Smith 0 s 0'recollection of my 
storied and of a pieceQ It is not him she 
but an old emblem of himou (po 152)0 Emily tries 
the elder ~olling into the same soldierly mold 
.does Binx, and Mrso Smith casually tells fond 
with which she has grown comfortable~ Binx 
11Was he .a good husband? n Sometimes I try, not too seriously, to shake her loose from her el.ected career o:f the commonplaces But her gyroscope always holds her on courseo 
··· "G~od? Well I 3 ll tell you one thing -- he was a good walker!" (pa 152) 
'i 
,, 
I { . 
i 
a moment does she break him out of the emblem; 
says that for him everything had to be 
Chapter I) .o But \then B inx asks O n ° 1i&/hat 
with him? 009 she replies, 119 He was overwrought, 1 
... 00..,inherregularmama-bee drone, and again my father 
the old emblemn (po 153)0 Later, Binx 11 s 
his father 9 s moodiness0 These quick 
his father actually match better with the 
on the mantelpiece than do any of Emily's 
.It must be remembered that .dinx is doing the 
and so cannot give a view of himself, but both-1 
is just like.his father~ and the over~ 
moodiness of the elder (although Mrsc 
not Binx but Mathilde who is moody like 
well describe external characteristics 
to malaise and 
Alfred Kazin makes a remark about The Movie-
very apt heres that the book is, "for all 
an altogether tragic 
in the loneliness of necessary human 
· .. The separate visions of the . two women,. 
father, demonstrate that 
in each individual's inter~ 
encounteredi and 
those few moments of· communion betvieen 
happy occasionso 
Smithus family, Lonnie must 
Richard Lehan believes that Percy 
Lehan°s statement, 
· is .·not substantiated by the text0, Lonnie is 
and Lehan reveals him-
&'She thinks I am a nice 
to the movies like thise She thinks 
(pa 143)0 She and Lehan do not 
selfish than unselfish 
movies~~ he likes 
so much to the suffering 
He. is my favorite r, ~ to tell the truth e Lil-re me, 
~e is a moviegoero He will go see anythinge 
· .. But w.e are good friends because he knows I do 
· •not feel. sorry for himo For one thing, he has 
. . tne gift of believing that he can offer his 
.· .·.· .... •· sufferings in reparation for men's· indifference 
. .. to the pierced heart of Jesus Christe For 
.· · .·· .. ·· •. another thing, I would not mind so much trading 
·. places with himo His life is a serene business o . . . (p0 137) 
not look upon Lonnie as an inferior 
equals and can experi-
relationship because there is an e'1[en 
them. -Their conversations and the 
to both of them; Binx says 
which is part of Lonnie's 
advantageo0el his words are not 
It is like a code tapped through a wallo 
he asks me straight outi do you love me? and 
to tap backa yest I love youce (po 162)c. 
, 
to this direct communication, they have a 
kind o:f understanding which grows out of 
Lonnie grins at me with the liveliest sense 
· of our · comp1ici tys let them [the other children] 
.·· ski all. they want to® We have something. better o, 
·· His express·ion is complexo He knows that I 
.. have entered the argument as a game played by his rules, and he knows that I knov1 it, but he does not mind0 (p, 163) 
disinterested purity of the game that they 
is a thing they both knowv co-inspect, and 
Perey says that 0'a look can only be an 
. a communionfil eoJ and there is no doubt of the 
Binx is as delighted with 
Lonnie is with him 0 and he describes his 
young friend with a fond sense of humora 
dressed up~ he looks like a little 
wedding 01 (po 161) e And we can sense 
I 
I 
D, 
51 fJ 
· .· ( 0 ® 0the secret is that Sharon is not and never wi11 be onto the little touches we see in the 
· movie and~ · in the seeing, know that the other s~es ~~ as when Clint Walker tells the saddle tramp in the softest easiest old Virginian 
· ., . voice g . 00Mister, I don• t believe I O d do that if 
·1 was you 0' -- Lonnie is beside himself, doesn't 
·. know \¥hether to watch Clint "Nalker or me) s a o ci 
(ppo 143-144) 
~~inx finds a sharing of consciousness 
possible a special code 
for themselves and which 
upon or change as they please0 Both of 
there, hiding.nothing from each othero 
other is the 99 ThOU0ooat once the 
and co-cele-
the summer.fishing=-camp,~ Binx finds a 
mother 0 s family has the pure gift of life, 
un.harrassed by malaisee Binx says (when 
arrival had caused 
are carried quickly past by the strong 
-life'' (pc 140) ~ Living at the camp is 
the new beyond the expectation 
and they all perform the religi9us ritual. 
without the slightest pretense of 
What Binx is looking for in his search 
,-
here at the camp, and is shared by Mrs .. Smith
11 
and the other children~ The feeling of combined 
o:r nature and of human warmth is nicely phrased 
149=141 s '&Outside is the special cihose blackness 
over watere ~~gs dive into the tight new screen 
The children stand 
of the swamp and the secrecy 
NOTES 
Chapter IV_ 
"Symbol as Hermeneutic, •• 
.. 
. 
( 
..... ---......._ \ 
·.. . . . 
~-----
·. K?tte Cl1trer is perhaps the most complex character 
.. . 
the book o , She may be contrasted with Lonnie i vvho 
straightforward life; Kate 9 tl1ough physically 
is desperately alienated0 A quotation 
of Percyijs articles expresses the difference very 
· · !n the joy of naming, one lives authentically~ e Go 
. Ii thereby exist as a namer or a hearer, as an 
·.I· or a thou ..-- and in either case as a co-celebrant · of what is o. But when names no longer,· 
.. discover bei~g but conceal it fnder the hardened symb.ol,,o CD O .a~ .. -.then I am borede 
being3 remember Binx and Lonnie's 
But Kate follows in the footsteps of 
tack her ovm 
She therefore ·cannot see things 
t9unawareness of despair and the inauthentic 
is the very stuff of our alienation 
aware of despair, continually tries 
and assuming roles, 
under symbols t) B inx· 
extremely wary of such atte1npts, he cannot 
b.ecause denial only brings on deeper despair 0 
• 
I . 
becomes very much ill at ease when he 
I 
otI feel the stretch of the old tight= 
the friendship of 
beyond viords H 
· Binx also remembers a time v1hen he had a 
summer wl1en the 
had 
in fact his whole life 9 on a 
with his son, Binx could not live 
said_·:of Percy as a novelist that he has 
necessary to the detailing of how our 
concourse becomes small treasono 0 3 
Kate are particular 
of th.is sad·phenomenono. Kate's attempts to 
deny her own state of being are at the root of 
After seeing a movie with her 9 Binx 
trapping herself, this time by bei~ ~ 
... bud.dye best of all buddies and most privy to 
my little researches. In spite of everything 
. she . .finds herselfD even now, playing out the 
role.,·. In her long nightmare, this our old 
·· frielldship now itself falls victim to the grisly 
transmogrification by which she unfailingly 
.turns everything she touches to horror., (po 63) 
is 0'when all is lost, when they 
then it is, at this darkest hourj that 
I 
56~ 
the gorgeous one°' (:Pe 172) e4 The 
hiding behind an assumed mask$ 
herself,, &'hit[sJ upon a ,,;ay out 9 , 
upon herself 0' (po 66) ~ and ~the 
mask" Even on the telephone, ij~ she 
keep one jump ahead of the conventional t·~ 
It· has been stated that uthe Thoti is at once 
consciousness, the companion and co-
of my discovery of being ==- 0 but the Tl1ou is 
sole threat to my unauthentic constitution of 
Kate cannot remain secure in her role because 
cannot.avoid Binx 0 s stare which discovers hers 
devious constitution of self I have been able 
at, whatever my vself-system, 0 my impersonation, 
before the steady gaze of another© u6 \Vhen 
him, she immediately closes herself off in 
has discovered the unformulability of self 
well as the 
certification and repetition, but.Kate under ...... 
of this only in terms of a ~·0cultivated eccen-
------------=·-.;....c..· ·=--~-~~ -
·. 
-·. ' 
57 o· 
She somehow tra_~sforms 
superficialities just by talking about 
around the neighborhoodo 'Yes, it is 
(p e 63); 00 i Is this part of the repetition?' 
0 Part if the search?'" (pc 81)o Her knowledge 
horizontal search has been reduced to a f ev, 
phrases such as '~ 0 And the danger is of becoming 
B-inx often mentions Kate's 
masquerading as seriousness 0 and her uwomanfs 
(pp'o 82-83), but at this early point in the 
narrativ.e El he is beginning to detect hints of something 
Kate once had a roommate (Bobo) who 
iron deer in Westchester c·ounty v whom she speaks 
same way that she speaks of Binx and his 
B.inx becomes irri tated 0 but says, 01 (Am I 
she mentions it, I do for a 
Bobo and her goddamn iron deer?) 0 (pe 82)e 
to drop the subject (of the search), Kate 
defensive, accuses Binx of being cold, 
'
8shreds of flesh :from her thumbu (pe 8J)s She 
le:ft alone, having created a horror out 
searche But it may be a special wisdom 
say, "'It is possible you know, that 
something, the most obvious thing of 
would not know it if you fell over it' i, 
search, instead of bringing him closer to 
580. 
created a barrier between theme. When Binx 
she does not 
gives me a 1-ciss 
and watches me with brown eyes gone to discs" 
Is this not eloquent enough? 
critic Lehan has said that Binx 1• is aware of the 
Kate is really over it, 11 ? and this 
has hit upon the horizontal 
The real difference between 
has a direction and Kate has noneo. 
trapped by keeping up the search, while 
Her only authen-= 
0 She warms under 
(p., 45)o Hatred gives her temporary direc-
and forth between her father and stepmotherffl 
-
(Binx 0 s Uncle Julles) used to be her favorite, 
way of inner faith and outer good 
Aunt Emily joined the family she took 
her free 9 °~ became her e, f ello,v 
.,. . 
·But now Kate has caught up with Aunt Emily; "It 
this dialectic will leads 
ItiS11 as I say11 all the same to me which parent 
· Sh.e presently likes or dislikes.. But I am 
· · .·.· uneaE;iy over the meagerness of her resources. 
I 
· Where will her dialectic carry her nov1? After Uncle Jules what? Not back to her stepmotherv · I fear~ but into· some kind of dead-end ivhere · · she must become aware of the dialectic{) '"'Hatet: her theno 0' I feel like telling her~ 0 and love Julese But leave it at thato Don°t try 
. another swingo '' (p 0 46) 
swinging back and forth in order not 
abysse It is clear that she is on a 
from the ea Philharmonic upstairs•• 
of his horizontal search does not 
though 0 because she v,il.1 never understand it 
discovers the possibility hersel.f o However 9, 
discover the horizontal search is not 
to dismiss her as a madwomano She does 
in despair as Emily does, but awkwardly seeks 
And~ as much as Emily has fussed over her 
her as a "case, 0° Kate does not enjoy sympathy 
it 1 ' 0 0 How much better 
if. they .. weren° t so damn understanding - ..... if 
out of the house e O 00 B_ut she does not have 
to leave on her own (pe 66)0 
a'mala.isian, just like Binxe She knows 
at its . worst a '0now it seemed that they ( not 
everybody) had become aware of the abyss 
their feet even on the most ordinary 
111)@ She seeks the rotational effect of .. "'j 
---------~ ~ 
-
stimulants 
back where she started@ She loves 
£or the same reason that Binx loves driving 
She would like to be a soldier (a real one, 
·· :p.ot, Emily 0 s figurative kind) and "have a proper flesh-
of 00 (pa 58) o Percy says 
a random point 
is a superb rotationwtt 8 
she had a car accident with 
was killed in the wreck. She 
accident hav..e her her life s ~0 I Vt1ent over 
Lyell and everybody thought I was an 
The happiest moment occurred after 
boarded a buss ctr got 
along from bright sunsl1ine down 
as cool and dark as a springhouse 0 
Here is a case of what Percy calls (in his 
the Train") nzonec::,crossing, u \vherein 
may 01 explore the It while at the same time 
option of non-commitment o u9 Kate ivas 
of everydayness, could forget her own malaise 
' 
experience witho~t becoming involvedo This 
that of moviegoingc "The 
said ~ervantes -- and by 
is better than the alienation 
' . 
' 
' 
61 e, 
She 
principle of being one-
This discovery is as worthy of consideratior1 
Binx calls it another of Kategs 
she is absolutely certain vvhat 
take :for the rest of her life 0· 0 ® ooften followed 
o.f the bl.ackest depression'0 (ppo 113e=ll4) o So 
g1oomily 0' (po 11))0 Kate realizes the 
of verbally transmitting her feeling 9 and 
~Cbuldft•t a person be miserable because he ~ot ·one thing wrong and never learned otherwise o>?av= because the thing he got wrong was o-f such a nature that he could not be told because the te11ing itself got it wrong --000?&1 (po 113) 
about the kind of knowledge that 
communication; he has shared it 
Howeveri) his 
to Kate is "'I don"t know'f}0 (pa 113)0 I{ate, even 
does no good, spills the story, 
09 0ne minute I am straining every nerve to be the sort o:f person I was expected to be and ··. shaking in my boots for» fear I \1Vould fail --and the· next minute to kno\v with the calmest . . certitude that even if I could succeed and ·· b.ecome your joyous and creative person, that it · was· not good enough for me and that I had .··· something better O I was :free@ © e e Ah J, don It disapprovet Binxo Binx, Binxeu (po 115) 
she becomes afraid because she feels completely 
not tell her that he, too, has made the 
• 
he rather treats her like a fool who comes 
into a room full of professors and shou-ts t11at 
one equals twoa Kate wants more than anything 
fails her 
fleeting moment when she opens herself; he 
of such outburstsa Instead9 he asks her to 
. attem'Pt to bring her close to hj_r11 on 
He knows how her illuminations end in 
has no direction in which ·to shine them, 
is offering· her a concrete possibility to vlorlt 
K,ate 11 s total dependence upon Binx is shown in tl1e 
of the-chapteri 
00 Is everything going j;o be all right?H 
"Yes, ti a ,, 
9'Tell me e Say it e e, 
· 
00 Everything-)is going to be all right0n (p® 116) 
~ 1S 
<&0 -o o onothing seemed worth doing except something I couldn°t remembero If somebody had come up to me·and said, if you will forget your preoccupc;t .. tion for forty minutes and get to work, I can as-
. sure you that you will find the cure :for cancer . . . . . . . . . 
" .. and compose the greatest of all SYl1}phon1es ~-
. I wo·uldn ia t have been interested e Do you kno\t why? Because it wasn't good enough for meo 0 
(p O 158) 
object of his search,. 
has .· ( ''something better0') is the same thing e 
they must come together and discover it a~t 
time, name it and co~celebrate it0 
Kateo the 00most intense rotationoooiS escape,u1 2 
is why she asks Binx to take her to Chicago~ 
want is to believe in some0ne completely and then 
he wants me to doo 0 She is momentarily very 
to tell her what to do 
are married, but '0Later, just as I knev1 it 
precious beauty leaves her flat and she is 
The" mala .. ise sets in and destroys 
··.their attempt ·at loyemakings l0 flesh poor flesh no\v at 
summoned all at once to be all and everythi~g, 
·be all, the last and only hope-= quails and 
200)0 Binx and Kate have a difficult time 
very little sin in the depths of the 
· malaiseo The highest moment of a malaisian 1 s life can be that moment when he manages to sin 
·like a proper humane (Look at us, Binx ~-- my vagabond friends as good as cried out to me -=ac 
· we're sinningi We're succeeding! We 1 re human after alll).~ (pp~ 200-201) 
Binx and Kate are freed of the malaiseo 
hera 
Tber.e I see her plain, see plain for the first 
.. ·t:i.me . since I lay wounded in a ditch and watched an Oriental f~nch scratching around in the 
.. . . -1eaves ~ei> a quiet little body she is, a tough > little city Celt; no, more of a Rachel really, 
· ·· .. a dark 1i ttle Rachel bound home to Brooklyn on the IRT2~ I give her a pat on the lego {pe 206) 
I .. 
' ; 
' ·' 
I l 
I 
! ' ! 
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that :Sinx finally realizes how much Kate is 
9 . him• he sees her as a Jew with whom he has always 
commone This is it, the thing he had 
He 
suddenlyt and they go skipping along the street 
jaybirdsv pass within a few feet 0£ noble 
eyes and their splendid 
and. never a thought for themoomo free of' it :for 
(ppe.206=207) .. Binx 9 s old desire f'or the f'orms of' 
· is gone e almost miraculously a He is no longer an 
himself with forms; 
C 
new communion with Kate is all he is aware of'o 
0
°Kate is well'' (p© 21J)g and she 
shoulder on the way home0 
obllviated by a sense of security" 
talk with his aunt, when flinx is in the 
and has fallen again prey to desire~ Kate 
· He says 9 , "she could be I myself, sooty eyed 
something occurs to him, 
Is it possible that -- For a long time I have 
· secretly hoped for the end of' the world and 
.believed with Kate and my aunt and 8am Yerger and 
iDlany other people that only after the end could 
.· the f'ew who. survive creep out of their holes and 
· · · discover themselves to be th ems elves and live 
.as merrily as children among the viny ruinso,Is 
it possible that -- it is not too late? (po 231) 
• 'r 
! 
'. \ 
I, 
., 
writes in his articles that many people 
the Bomb to fall; and that i, the heart 61 s 
alienated man is to see vines sprouting through 
Binx now has hopes of being himself and 
merrily with Kate without the Bomb 9 and 
affirmation over the phone to Joyce, declaring 
as his f'ianc6e0 Binx. does know how frightened 
she knows that he knowso The first thing 
to do is to try not to hurt herself so much, 
will tryR I willt 0 •(pa 234)0- ~he 
Binx has found come not from the 
Kateo When she asks him 
doo he t}?.inks, 
There is only one thing I can dos listen to 
p&op1e, see how they stick themselves into the 
-__ - world, hand them along a ways in their dark 
· Journey and be handed along, and for good and 
Selfish reasons0 It remains to decide whether 
this vocation is be~t pursued in a service 
·. · station or -- (p., 233) 
important now, just as the search 
whatever he chooses as a job will be 
can be either heaven or hello If one 
is hell and contact- is avoided, 
a consciousness, each of them 
.. 
• 
66 O• 
in the reflection of anotheru 14 , the 
love$ The sudden awareness of his 
Kate has united Binx with the universe; he 
and no longer needs to worry about what 
final scene, when Binx sends Kate to do an 
she.cannot perform ·the task unless she is sure 
her exactly as she will 
the streetcaro Before she goes, 0 She looks at 
jasmine sticking through an iron f'enceo i pick 
... 
give it to her" (po 241)e At once the flower be-
of consciousness for them botho She 
that she sees it, and picks it for 
·is the perfect symbolic gesture of their 
but Kate still needs the additional security 
is thinking of hero It is as if she 
her own existence unless Binx affirmed 
· ·· 
0lI 9 ve got to be sure about one thing o" ttWhat?H 
• 
11 !~!~(':going to sit next to the window on the 
··Lake ~ide and put the cape jasmine in my lap?'' 
·.· '
0Th~t' s right 0 °9 
•~And you" 11 be thinking of me just that ivay? 0 11T~at O s right(!) 01 
'
0Good by@ f!ij 
··. ·· ... 
11 Goo.d by@ u 
· ·. Twenty_ feet away she turns around e 
-·- .-· ' 0Mr ·Klostermann?~, 
- . . . ,. . 
. ''Mr-_ Klosterman.no Q 1·watch her walk toward St 
· .. _ ·-_. -. held··-agc1.inst her cheek, until 
> sisiters call out behind me o 
Charles9 cape jasmine 
my brothers and 
( p © 241) 
NOTES 
Chapter V 
••Na.ming and Being,•• The Personalist ,. 
¥aught, in The Last Gentleman, has a similar 
· "Will I do all ~ight? 11 
01 Doing what?" 
· a0Go ing to dances o 00 
"Sure©M It was this that threw him off 9 her · · · having to aim to be what she was a 
Hermeneutic u @l) 528 o 
528=529. 
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Man on the Traini Three Existen-
Partis8.ll Review, 2J (Fall, 1956), 483G 
68" 
Henisey,~, "Intersubjectivity in Symboliza-
Rena~cencei 209 211. 
''Man on Train,,•• 479. 
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I 
·· CONCLUSION: · 
started by looking for something he had 
beetle crawl around 
the only time he had ever 
On the day the novel 
objects he puts· in his pockets 
is his first clue, and, hereaf,ter~ 
to try to see everything anew and afresh 
miss what he is seeking0 Sincep however, 
fog of everydayness sets 
certification@ repe-
These three phenomena are not the 
help him to looko Binx's 
his family and Jewso His 
be the source of despair, 
and the Smiths live a life full of the 
and he experiences a spirit of communion 
has been unable to find 
Jews are a c1ue because Binx believes that 
· seekers e 
moments.of communion Binx experiences have 
conscious search~ 
spring from a· recognition of something people 
and cannot express verballye and are always 
But without the searcho Binx would 
be sunk in everydayness and not onto the some-
. thing th_at he senses but that continually eludes hime 
It is not until he sees Kate as one like himself, a 
·· fellow seeker an.d a Jew, that he knows that this 
.·· ... c0mmunion with a fello\AT human being is the thing that 
The search has led to love, but 
it is as if 
been given one thing while aiming for anothero 
interpretation of a Negro man cotning out of a 
is very revealing of his own experiencei 
It is impossible to say why he is hereo Is it part a:n.d parcel. o:f the complex business of coming up in the world? o·r is it because he believes that God himself is present here at the corner of Elysian Fields and Bons Enfantss 
· O.r is he here for both reasonss through some 
· dim dazzling trick of grace, coming for the 
· .. · _.· o ___ ne an_.·. d receiving the other as God@ s O\m iml)or-
. tunate bonus? (p~ 235) 
indeed a 90 continual 'rotation' ul =- Binx 
thing while just simply looking, for what 
of state is in the nature of 
for my search, I have not the inclination much on·the subject0 For one thing, I 
.·. \ha.ve not · the authority, as the great Danish declared, to speak of such matters 
I 
• 
I 
. in any way.other than the edifyinge For another 
·.· ... ·. tllingo it is not open to me even to be edifying p 
· .. ·. since the time is later than his, much too late to edify or do much af anything except plant a foot in the right place as the opportunity presents itself --- if indeed asskicking is properly distinguished :from edificationo (pe 237) 
he received as a child, concerning 
religion, did him no good at allo Asskicking 
more accurate term for handing others along 
journeyg or for jolting people out of everyc= 
could even be a reference to the push 
Kate to keep her on her feet® 
. . . · Furthers I am a member of my mother@ s family after all apd so naturally shy away from the SUJ.bject of religion (a peculiar word this in the first place, re1i,ion; it is 
.something.to be suspicious ofe (po 237) 
to recognize the Catholic nature of his OYm 
now realizes that even the search can 
if one overly insists upon ito Binx does 
.everydayness@ but to the wonder itself, 
in his mother's family 
has joined those who share the wondero 
Binx retain their special understanding 
---· Lonnie tells Binx that he has u'conquered .. 
dispo.si tion' 1• (p e 239), which was to envy 
Earlier9 the two had discussed 
• 
. . . 
72~ 
and when Lonnie said that he was 
shouldn't you 
face to face and YOU don°t•n (po 16J)e 
is dying in the hospital9 Binx is 
the gravity of the 
they cast about for 
this game of 
\vas 
·~he. two girls are sad, but they are also secretly 
onto the tragedy 00 (po 240) o . 
that lie in a love of tragedy 
He tries to steer the children aw~ 
despair;·he affirms that Lonnie 
last day and be just like tl1em 0 
interview, Binx never lies0 2 
·I say, laughing at themo 11 How would you 
to Audubon Park and ride the train? 11 tt (pa 
by pOinted out that a train ride is Percy's 
··· "oioto me,· the Catholic view of' man as pilgrim, 
in transito in journey, is very compatible with 
t~e vocation of' a noveli.wt because a ll!ovelist 
is writing about man in transit9 man as pilgrim.3 
that Binx invites the children for a 
of a preoccupation with 
I , 
73" 
flow of life~ rather than 
fascination with catastrophes 0· 
• • .Aunt hily drew Binx in and told him he must act 
Binx could do the same with Kateg but 
her _.co act like anythinge The cause 
feeling of the necessity to 
something0 1-Ie sends her on a 
gives her an ordinary but real 
'
0 
'You can ride the streetcar do,vn St 
It is nice sitting by an open window'" (po 241). 
scenes as discussed in Chapter V!Q is indeed 
of communion, more religious than the host,o•o 
It is a 
overlapping of consciousnesses and marks a 
for K~ted "I watch her walk toward St 
jasmine held against her cheeko until 
and sisters call out behind me 11 (p .. 242). 
to communing with Kate, Binx has acknowledged 
wisdom, has taken his place in the family 
his faith; he now coincides with himself 
beingo 
Chapter VI! 
328. -
325. (Percy speaking.) 
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